Abstract. Designating a sensor as intelligent is a long-standing term implying that it provides more functionality than merely providing an output measurement. Since there is some discrepancy governing what makes a given sensor intelligent, this paper defines the features required for improving confidence in sensor measurements, from the sensor management perspective. We describe a software framework used to implement tasks such as condition monitoring onboard the sensor itself, rather than at the traditional supervisory level. The algorithms include data-based models, which allows for modelling of non-linear effects and estimation uncertainty, which is a prerequisite for data fusion. Density estimation for novelty detection is demonstrated for an accelerometer that is purposely damaged in an environmental chamber.
Introduction
The terms intelligent and smart sensors have been used frequently in the sensor industry to describe sensors that provide more functionality than merely providing estimates of the measurand. However, there are varying levels of sophistication used by sensors which have claimed to be intelligent or smart [1] , ranging from merely incorporating an operational amplifier for the output signals, to advanced data modelling techniques for condition monitoring.
The University of Southampton is currently researching candidate signal processing algorithms for use in a range of intelligent sensors, from the perspective of the active sensor management system. An intelligent sensor approach can be used to improve the higher-level sensor management's confidence in the reliability of sensory data. Onboard condition monitoring and fault detection techniques can be used in preference to reliance on sensor redundancy for ensuring robust measurements. Advanced data-based modelling techniques can be used to model non-linear and time-variant sensor systems, avoiding the limitations of linear physical sensor models, and allowing for reconfiguration of the sensor to correct for sensor ageing and drift mechanisms.
We propose that an intelligent sensor should be autonomous, adaptive to changes in its environment and self-adjusting to drift and bias effects caused by mechanisms such as ageing of the sensing element. The principal characteristic of such an intelligent sensor is that it should communicate reliable and self-validated signals or features to higher level supervision systems, for purposes such as information fusion, tracking and estimation. Poor sensory data should be identified by the sensor, and flagged for quality problems, together with estimates of the likely cause to enable attempts at sensor reconfiguration. This paper describes a software-based solution that uses a number of sub-modules for providing the end-user of the sensory data with more reliable data. Such a framework is generic, with the intention of being able to apply the techniques to a variety of sensor types, and across civil and military sensor platforms. Sensor models are used for for time series prediction and density estimation in the condition monitoring module, and for Kalman-filter based tracking algorithms. In the current work we advocate the application of advanced kernel data-based model algorithms which avoids the limitations of analytical models derived from first principles.
Definition of software sub-modules
Requisite output data from the intelligent sensor include estimates of the measurand, plus an estimate of the measurement uncertainty level, for use in processes such as data fusion of multiple sensors of different modalities. Intuitively, if the sensor data has low certainty, then its weighting in the data fusion procedure can be correspondingly reduced. Statistically, this information is completely described by the probability density function (PDF) for the measurand, where the PDF's mean value and variance correspond to the measurement estimate and the measurement uncertainty respectively. Additional signals provided by the sensor include alerts and attempts by the sensor to deduce the cause of sensor degradation, to initiate corrective action. The output signals from a sensor employing these techniques should also conform to the IEEE Standard 1451.4 (for sensor plug and play with analogue and digital interfaces for sensors). Conditioning the sensor output information to conform to this structure requires a number of software submodules for data conversion from raw measurement data, which are summarised in the following text, and their interaction illustrated in figure 1.
Pre-processing
The physical sensing element produces a response to the environment that it is placed in, according to the sensor's transduction process. The pre-processing stage converts the physical sensing element's response from the sensor modality (which, for example, may be acoustic intensity or temperature) into a more useful engineering unit that is representative of the raw environmental parameter, such as electrical current or voltage. Pre-processing includes software for calibration of the sensory data, which for an intelligent sensor system should be adaptive to compensate for long-term bias and ageing effects in the sensor. Depending on application, the calibration process may incorporate linearisation of the signal that can be implemented using look-up tables, removal of d.c. bias effects using a normalisation approach, and conditioning of the signal to correct for deviations caused by temperature effects. A further requirement for the pre-processing sub-module is to implement a basic filtering process for anti-aliasing, and for improving the system's signal to noise ratio. All calibration parameters such as the coefficients in the look-up tables and filter parameters are device-specific, and may be updated if sensor changes are detected. Adherence to IEEE Standard 1451.4 enables these coefficients to be stored in a specific transducer electronic data sheets (TEDS), which also allows for self-configuration of the sensor when placed in a new system [2] .
Condition monitoring and fault detection
In a classical implementation of condition monitoring, sensors are deployed to monitor the condition of a system to detect abnormal behaviour. For example, the characteristics of frequency spectra originating from vibration in machine bearings can be used as a indicator of progressive bearing wear [3] . Together with expert knowledge about the system, the observation of certain spectral components can be used to detect the onset of specific failure mechanisms. However, condition monitoring of sensory data itself is conceptually different because the fault detection system has to be robust to genuine changes in the process variable. For example, an accelerometer is expected to detect vibrations across a specified frequency and amplitude range. Moving a functional accelerometer to a novel vibration regime should not cause a fault condition false alarm. Two approaches for sensor condition monitoring and fault detection are included in the intelligent sensor's software, namely an analysis of model-based residual errors, and fault detection using novelty detection. Firstly, a residual error can be calculated between the present measurement value and the predicted measurement derived from a model-based method using recent measurements stored in a buffer, as illustrated in figure 2. Significant discrepancy between the model and the current sensor output measurement may be indicative of a fault condition.
Novelty detection is a technique used to identify unusual or unforeseen behaviour based on the statistical features of the underlying process. In the sensor condition monitoring scenario, the distribution of data produced by the sensor in a healthy state in a given environment should be relatively stationary. However, if the sensor drifts, it is damaged, or the sensor is moved to a new, unseen environment, then the distribution of output data is likely to change. A novelty detection process flags the new data as novel, as part of the fault detection system. A density estimation procedure is used for novelty detection to deduce the PDF of the data distribution of the healthy sensor directly from example training data. This technique provides a method for estimating whether new incoming data from the sensor belongs to the same data distribution as the data captured during healthy operation. Data failing this hypothesis may 
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The residual error between y s (t) and a model prediction y m (t) based on s numbers of previous measurements is used to detect deviation from expected sensor behaviour.
be classified as unusual and may result from changes in sensor characteristics. Non-parametric density estimation assumes no prior hypothesis about the form of the underlying PDF, allowing, for example, multimodal densities to be estimated. Parzen Window non-parametric density estimation is a well-documented, kernel-based technique. However, Parzen Window approaches are found to be computationally expensive to train, making reconfiguration of the sensor's models less feasible. The approach used in this work is computationally less demanding and involves formulating the density estimation as a regression problem, closely following the technique in Chen et al [4] , as explained in more detail in [6] .
Sensor modelling and uncertainty
An analytical model of the sensor element for residual calculation is usually restricted to be linear and is often time invariant. Since deriving adequate mathematical models of complicated sensor systems can be intractable, a data-based, kernel representation is instead chosen for sensor modelling. A data modelling approach is naturally suited to non-linear systems, and since the model is derived based on example system data, it is not necessary to specify mathematical sensor models from first principles. A further advantage of data-based models is that they can be autonomously retrained using uptodate data to accommodate deviations in the characteristics of the sensor caused by effects such as ageing. Estimates of measurement uncertainty are required by the sensor management for data fusion processes such as Kalman filtering: such a kernel representation can estimate prediction uncertainty directly. It is important to note that this sensor model can use the same underlying algorithm architecture as the density estimation, both for making predictions, and also for retraining for sensor reconfiguration.
Testing fault detection algorithm with accelerometer
The novelty detection algorithms were tested by subjecting an Analog Devices ADXL203 dual-axis accelerometer to high temperatures within an environmental chamber, and detecting damage sustained by the sensor by analysing output signals recorded using a data acquisition system. The accelerometer was mounted inside the chamber on a platform that was coupled by a sheathed cable to a mechanical shaker located at ambient temperature, ensuring that the excitation vibration remained independent of the internal temperature of the chamber. At each sample point a sliding window of the past time history was used to derive a feature vector comprising three independent features from the accelerometer data, shown in figure 3 . Firstly, the frequency spectrum for each channel was calculated across the 1024-point window, and a correlation coefficient calculated to characterise the degree of mechanical cross-coupling between the two channels. Intuitively, a mechanical system should exhibit some cross coupling, and a reduction in this correlation between the two channels might be indicative of sensor failure. The two remaining features were the x and y signal means for the same sample window. Changes in these mean values represents sensor drift. Chosen feature vector for accelerometer data.
Three components consist of correlation coefficient between the x and y channel 1024-point frequency spectrum, and the mean of the x and y channels over the 1024 sliding window.
Acceleration data was recorded for the healthy sensor across the specified range of temperatures and excitation frequencies, and across a range of amplitudes provided by the shaker. A typical time history of the healthy accelerometer is shown in the left-hand plot of figure 4. Having captured data corresponding to a fully functional sensor, the device was subjected to increasing increments of ambient temperature above its normal operating range. After maintaining the ambient temperature 30 o C above the maximum rated temperature for the device, damage to the x axis channel was observed as shown by the right-hand plot in figure 4 . Figure 5 plots the density estimated by the density estimation method for the period as the sensor operates in temperatures in excess of the maximum rated temperature. The temperature is ramped from 150 o C (the maximum storage temperature for the device) up to 180 o C, held at this temperature for 30 minutes, and then cooled to 90 o C. The clear change in estimated density after the 604 th sample point coincides with the data collection after the 30 minute hold of temperature at 180 o C, demonstrating that this novelty detection is successful at highlighting unusual data. The sensor can use a simple threshold method for classification of the subsequent data as suspect.
Conclusions
This paper defines the requirements for intelligent sensing, from the perspective of a sensor management system supervising a number of sensors for tasks such as data fusion. An intelligent sensor that conforms to this specification should autonomously perform self-validation, selfrecalibration, fault detection, and sensory data filtering and feature extraction, ensuring that an output measurement is always provided, subject to an uncertainty range specified by the sensor. A generic software framework is presented which provides a basis for implementing the algorithms across a range of sensor types and modalities. Sensor models are produced using data modelling based on a kernel representation. The novel algorithms implemented in such a sensor allow for periodic, off-line reconfiguration with minimal processing requirements, to correct for changes in sensor behaviour over time.
A fault detection algorithm is demonstrated that uses a density estimation procedure for novelty detection. The density function of data from an accelerometer is compared with the density estimated by the algorithm when the sensor was known to be in a healthy condition. Left-hand plot shows time history for x and y channels during healthy operation. Right-hand axis plots time history after exposure to high temperature, for same excitation conditions. Damaging the sensor in an environmental chamber caused a channel of the accelerometer to malfunction, which was successfully detected by the density approach. New research considers combining two or more complimentary sensing elements, making differentiation between genuine sensor faults and environmental changes more robust. A related project uses a navigation suite comprising an array of acoustic electrostatic sensors for ranging measurements. Electrostatic acoustic devices fail when the dielectric plates are subjected to moisture, which is a realistic scenario if the sensor system is used outdoors. The combination of these electrostatic acoustic sensors with a humidity sensor can help identification of electrostatic breakdown that causes the failure of the acoustic sensors. Once the intelligent sensor detects unusual behaviour of the acoustic sensor, the information provided by the humidity sensor should lead the sensor to flag that the sensor is only temporarily unavailable rather than catastrophically failed, because a priori knowledge of the electrostatic sensor behaviour suggest that once the transducer dries it will function normally.
